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Three extension theorems for f-designs are proved; two for t even, and one 
for t odd. Another theorem guaranteeing that certain r-designs be (t + l)- 
designs is presented. The extension theorem for odd t is used to show that 
every group of odd order 2k + 1, k # 2’ - 1, acts as an automorphism group 
of a 2-(2k + 2, k + 1, A) design consisting of exactly one half of the (k + l)- 
subsets. Although the question of the existence of a 6-(14,7,4) design is not 
settled, certain requisite properties of the 4-designs on 12 elements derived 
from such a design are established. All of these results depend heavily upon 
generalizations of block intersection number equations of N. S. Mendelsohn. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Most searches for t-(u, k, A) designs have fallen into two main categories. 
The first includes attempts to construct t-designs for t as large as possible; 
while infinitely many nontrivial 5-designs are known [I], no nontrivial 
6-designs are known. The second category includes the search for Steiner 
systems, that is t-(v, k, 1) designs; only four Steiner systems with t 3 4 are 
known. Since neither the 5-(12, 6, 1) design nor the 5-(24, 8, 1) design can 
be extended, the existence of any Steiner system with t = 6 would imply 
the existence of new Steiner systems with t = 4 and 5. Thus, one would 
expect the discovery of more Steiner systems with t = 4 and 5 to precede 
the discovery of Steiner systems with t = 6. The results we present here 
fall mainly into the first category. 
The theorems in Section 4 are similar to those of Mendelsohn [3]. 
Indeed the equations of Section 3 are only slight generalizations of those 
in [3], However, the theorems of [3] apply only to designs with k = t + 1. 
Our theorems are not restricted in this way. Although Theorem B appears 
in [I], we include it here with a simpler proof for the sake of completeness. 
In Section 5 various applications of the theorems are discussed. Section 6 
deals with properties of 4-designs necessary to the construction of a 
6-(14, 7, 4) design. 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC FACTS 
A t-design (Q, B) is a set 52 of elements together with a family 9 of 
subsets of Q of equal size, such that each t-subset of Q is contained in the 
same number of members of LB. In particular we call (Q, 9) a t-(v, k, A) 
design whenever / 52 / = z’, 9 consists of k-subsets, called blocks, and 
each t-subset of 8 is contained in h members of 9. We shall assume 
throughout that the blocks of 9 are distinct. Our notation conforms to 
that of [I]. A t-(0, k, h) design is a member of the class SA(t, k, v) of 
generalized Steiner systems as defined in [3]. However, we would consider 
a “design” from SA(t, k, v) to be a t-(v, k, X) design only if it had no 
repeated blocks. A t-(0, k, h) design will be called nontrivial provided 
r < k < u - 2, and 9 is a proper subfamily of the family Z&Q) of all 
k-subsets of 52. We shall let C(n, k) denote the binomial coefficient 
n!/(k!(n - k)!). 
If (In, 9) is a t-design, then (Q, &(LJ) - 9) and (Q, 9”) are also 
t-designs, where 
W={Q-0 :dEsi?}. 
Furthermore, since a t-design is aj-design for every j < t, we let hi denote 
the number of blocks containing each j-subset of Sz. For j < t, we have 
Xj = &C(v - j, t - j)/C(k - j, t - j). 
Here & = h, and &, = 1 9 I . 
If OL is an element of Q, we denote Sz - {LY} by s2,, and define two 
families of subsets of 1;2, . Let 
and 
LP={Ll-{cx}:aELlE9} 
It follows that (Sz, , 9) is a (t - 1) - (u - 1, k - 1, h) design, and 
(Sz, , Bu) is a (t - 1) - (v - 1, k, Xtel - h) design. 
3. INTERSECTION NUMBERS 
If S is an s-subset of Q, where (Q,9) is a t-(t), k, A) design, let x,(S) 
denote the number of blocks in 9 which meet S in exactly i elements. We 
shall write xt in place of xi(S) where confusion seems unlikely. These 
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intersection numbers xi are generalizations of those in [3] in that we do 
not require that the set S itself be a block in the design. As in [3], for every 
r such that 0 < I < min(s, t), we have the following equation in the xi’s: 
MS, 11 i C(i, r) xi = C(s, r) A,. 
i=r 
This equation follows from enumerating in two ways the number of pairs 
(R, 0) with R C S n d and 1 R 1 = r. Clearly xi = 0 whenever 
i > min(s, k). Thus, we have 1 + min(s, 1) independent equations Eq(s, r) 
in 1 + min(s, k) unknowns. In particular, if s < t, the equations admit a 
unique solution, and the intersection numbers xi(S) are independent of the 
s-subset S. 
Now suppose that s 3 t. Again as in [3], we obtain the following 
equation by multiplying Eq(s, r) by (-l>’ and adding the t + 1 resulting 
equations: 
X,+ i [i (-l)‘c(i,r)]Xi= i (--1)‘C(.Y,F)&.. 
i-t+1 +=o r==o 
Of special interest in proving the theorems in Section 4 will be the case 
s=t+1: 
Eq(t + 1) x0 + (--lY xt+1 = @-l)‘C(t+ l,r)&. 
4. EXTENSION THEOREMS 
Given a t-(u, k, A) design (Q, 9) let Q- = Q u {AT} where X is a new 
element not in Sz. We define three classes of sets as follows: 
For certain sets of parameters (t + 1)-designs can be constructed from 
various combinations of the classes. 
THEOREM A,. If (Q, 9) is a t-(2k, k, A) design with t even, and no two 
blocks of 9 disjoint (9 n 9” = +), then (Q, 9 u 9") is a (t + 1) - 
(2k, k, p) design, where 
p = U(k - t)/(2k - t). 
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THEOREM A, . If (Sz, LB) is a t-(2k, k, A) design with t even, and such 
that the complement of each block is a block (9 = 9”), then (L?, 9) is 
already a (t + 1) - (2k, k, 7) design, where 
77 = h(k - t)/(2k - t). 
THEOREM B (See [l]). Zf(L?, 53) is a t-(2k + 1, k, A) design with t even, 
then (Q-, 9-) is a (t + 1) - (2k + 2, k + 1, A) design, where P- = 9’ u 9”. 
THEOREM C. Suppose (52,9) is a t-(2k + 1, k, A) design with t odd, and 
A,, = +C(2k + 1, k). Then (P, .P) is a (t + 1) - (2k + 2, k + 1, A) 
design, where LP = 9’ u 9”. 
The proofs of all four of the theorems above depend upon Eq(t + 1). 
For economy of notation we denote the right-hand side of Eq(t + 1) by p. 
In Theorems A,, A, and B, t is even. Applying Eq(t + 1) to a (t + I)- 
subset S of Q, we obtain x,(S) + x,+,(S) = I”. Therefore, S is contained in 
x$+1 blocks of 9, x~+~ blocks of 9, t.~ - xt+l blocks of g”, and 
C(v, k) + xt+l - /A blocks of 9”‘. 
Suppose 9 n 9’ = r$ as in Theorem A,. S is now contained in p 
members of 3 u g”. Since p is independent of S, (Q, ~3 u 9”) is a 
(t + I)-design. Using the equation for & from Section 2 and the fact that 
I 9 u 9” I = 2 I 9 I = 2h, , one can show that TV = 2X(k - t)/(2k - t). 
This proves Theorem A,, . 
If 9 = 9” as in Theorem A, , then x,, = xtfl . It follows that xl+1 = p/2 
for every (t + 1)-subset. This proves Theorem A, . 
Turning to Theorem B, we know that if S is a (t + 1)-subset of Q then 
S is contained in xt+r members of 9 and x,, members of 9”. This shows 
that S is contained in p blocks of 9 independent of the choice of S. 
Demonstrating this independence constituted a large part of the proof of 
this theorem presented in [l]. If S is a (t + I)-subset of Q- which contains 
X, then S is contained in h members of 9. Counting in two ways the 
pairs (S, d) such that S E &+,(52-), S _C d E 9-, shows that A = p. This 
counting argument appears in [l] with slightly different notation. 
The proof of Theorem C is analogous to that of Theorem B. Let S be a 
(t + 1)-subset of Q-. If X E S, then S is contained in h members of 33’ and 
no members of 9”. Therefore, S is contained in h members of 9#. Now 
suppose X $ S. In this case S is contained in xt+l members of 9’. S is 
disjoint from C(2k - t, k) members of Z&G). Exactly x0 of these k-subsets 
are blocks of 9. It follows that S is contained in C(2k - t, k) - x,, 
members of 9”. Applying Eq(t + 1) with t odd, we obtain x0 - x~+~ = CL. 
Therefore, every (t + 1)-subset of Sz is contained in X+ members of 9#, 
where h# = C(2k - t, k) - EL. Again the essential fact is that h# is 
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independent of the choice of (t + l)-subset from 52. We turn again to the 
counting argument to show that X = h#. Let p denote the number of pairs 
(S, d) such that S E &+,(Q-) and S C d E 9s. The number of pairs with 
first coordinate containing X is h C(2k + 1, t), while the number with 
first coordinate not containing X is X# C(2k + 1, t + 1). Therefore, 
p = x C(2k + 1, t) + X# C(2k + 1, t + 1). 
On the other hand each block d appears as second coordinate of 
C(k + 1, t + 1) of the pairs being counted, so 
p = C(2k + 1) k) C(k + 1, t + I). 
Since h = + C(2k - t + 1, k - t), one can show that X = h# by equating 
the two expressions for p. This completes the proof of Theorem C. 
Remark. In Lemmas 5 and 6 of [3] the values given for the intersection 
number x,, are correct only when t is odd. Because of this, Theorem 2 of [3] 
is true only for t even. Thus, Theorem B above is a generalization of 
Theorem 2 in [3]. The condition k = t + 1 is not necessary. The construc- 
tion of Theorem B fails on a 1 - (5, 2, 2) design. The correct construction 
in this case is given by Theorem C. 
5. APPLYING THE THEOREMS 
Each of the theorems of Section 4 guarantees the existence of a (t + l)- 
design, given a certain type of t-design. For the given t-design in 
Theorem C, t must be odd; t must be even in the other three theorems. 
We shall discuss the two situations separately. 
For t even, Theorems A,, and A, apply to t-(2k, k, h) designs, while 
Theorem B applies to t-(2k + 1, k, A) designs. We note that in all three 
theorems the resulting (t + 1)-designs consist of an even number of 
elements with a family of complementary pairs of subsets as blocks. Such 
a design is obviously a l-design with X, equal to one half the number of 
blocks. (Q, 9) is a O-design for any class 9 C&(Q). If u = 2k + 1, then 
Theorem B applies. If v = 2k, Theorem A, or A, will apply provided the 
additional condition of noncomplementation or complementation of the 
members of 9 holds. For t = 2 the theorems yield many 3-designs from 
doubly transitive groups. If G is a permutation group which is doubly 
transitive on 52, then (52,9) is a 2-design whenever 9 is a union of orbits 
of k-subsets under the action of G. If 1 X2 1 , the degree of G, is even, then 
either Theorem A, or A, may be applied when 9 is a single orbit of k- 
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subsets, 2k = [ Q 1 . If the members of 9 occur in complementary pairs, 
Theorem A, applies, otherwise Theorem A,, applies. When the degree of G 
is odd, Theorem B applies to any union of orbits of k-subsets, 
2k + 1 = / Q I . For q a prime power the group PGL,+,(q) is doubly 
transitive on the projective design P,-l(n, q) with (qn+l - l)/(q - 1) 
points, see [2, Chaper 11. If either q or IZ is even, then 1 P&z, q)/ is odd, 
and Theorem B applies. Otherwise either Theorem A, or A, applies to a 
single orbit depending upon whether the blocks are complemented or not. 
It should be noted that if one takes 9 to be combination of 
complemented and uncomplemented orbits under the action of a doubly- 
transitive group of even degree, then neither Theorem A, nor Theorem A, 
can be applied by itself to give a 3-design without repeated blocks. Another 
application of Theorem B is the extension of any symmetric Hadamard 
block design, 2-(4~ - 1,2u - 1, u - 1) design, to a 3-(4u, 2u, u - 1) 
design. For t = 4, the dearth of known 4-designs limits the applications 
of the theorems. Theorem B is used in [l] to extend flag-transitive 
4-(2” + 1, 212-1, X) designs to 5-designs. Theorem B also gives the unique 
5-(12, 6, 1) design from the unique 4-(11, 5, 1) design. Similarly an orbit of 
1 l-subsets under the action of the Mathieu group M,, of degree 23 can be 
used, via Theorem B, to produce a 5-(24, 12, h) design. This is not sur- 
prising inasmuch as Mz3 possesses the transitive extension Mz4 , and 
orbits of 1Zsubsets under Mg4 are already known to be 5-designs. 
Now let us consider the case t odd. Only Theorem C is available, so we 
must have u = 2k + 1, and h, = + C(v, k). Such a design consists of 
exactly one half of the possible k-subsets. If u = 2k + 1, then C(v, k) is 
even if and only if k is not of the form 2’ - 1. Suppose G is any group of 
order u = 2k + 1, k # 2’ - 1. Letting G act regularly on itself by right 
multiplication, we observe that no non-identity element of G stabilizes 
any k-subset of G, since ) G I and k are relatively prime. Thus, the regular 
action of G on itself decomposes &(G) into m = C(u, k)/v distinct orbits 
of size o. If 9 is the union of any m/2 of these orbits, then (G, 9) is a 
l-(0, k, h) design satisfying the conditions of Theorem C. The new design 
(G-, 9+) given by Theorem C is a 2-(u + 1, k + 1, X) design on which G 
still acts automorphically. We have proved the following 
THEOREM D. If v is an odd integer 2k + 1, k # 2’ - 1, and if G is any 
group of order v, then G acts as a group of automorphisms on a 
2-(u + 1, k + 1, A) design with A,, = 4 C(v + 1, k + 1). 
The unique l-(5,2, 2) design (pentagon) can be extended to the unique 
2-(6, 3,2) design in this fashion. In this case the full automorphism group 
of the l-(5, 2,2) design is the dihedral group of order 10. Moreover, this 
group extends to the doubly transitive representation of A, N PsL,(S) on 
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six elements when the design is extended. The next application would be 
to l-(9,4,28) designs consisting of 7 of the 14 orbits of Csubsets under 
the regular action of either of the two groups of order nine. The doubly- 
transitive action of P,!&(S) on the 2-(6,3,2) design generalizes in the 
following way. Let Sz be the projective line over GE’(q), q = 1 (mod 4), 
admitting the doubly-transitive action of PSL,(q). We have 1 D 1 = 
q + 1 = 2k, where k is odd. Now suppose there exists a k-subset d of 9, 
and a group element x E RX,(q) such that dx = Q - d. If I’ is any 
orbit of (x), then I r 1 is even. This follows from the fact that F must meet 
d and J2 - d in the same number of points. In particular x has no fixed 
points. Every such x in PGL,(q) consists of cycles all of the same length, 
i.e., (x) acts semiregularly on J2. Since 1 52 1 = 2 (mod 4), x must consist 
of an odd number of cylces of even length. Thus, x is an odd permutation, 
and x is not in the simple group PSL,(q), a contradiction. It follows that 
for every orbit 6 _C Z&2), 0 and 8” must be disjoint rather than equal. 
Therefore, the orbits in &(Q) under the action of ES&(q) occur in pairs 
(~9, P}. If we select one orbit from each pair, and let 9 be the union of these 
selections, then (a, 9) is a 2-(q + 1, k, X) design consisting of exactly one 
half of the k-subsets of Q all uncomplemented. The derived design 
(52, @) satisfies the conditions of Theorem C. Indeed the additive group 
of GF(q) acts regularly on J& , and grn is a union of orbits under this 
group. Hence, (Q, 9) can be considered the result of applying Theorem D 
to (&, ,9”) with G the elementary abelian group of order q. 
The only known nontrivial triply transitive groups of odd degree are 
the linear fractional groups PGL,(2”), and these groups augmented by 
field automorphisms. Whether or not the orbits of 2%-l-subsets of the 
projective line over GF(2”) can be split “evenly” for application of 
Theorem C is not known to the author. The only known nontrivial 
5-designs are on sets of even order. Hence, the discovery of new 5-designs 
must precede the construction of a 6-design by Theorem C. In Section 6 we 
examine briefly the implications of one such construction. 
A design resulting from the application of Theorem C satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem A,, . However, application of Theorem A,, will then 
give the trivial design using all C(u + 1, k + 1) of the (k + l)-subsets of 
Q-. Thus, there is no way to obtain nontrivial (t + 2)-designs from 
t-designs by repeated application of the theorems. 
6. THE CASE 6-(14,7,4) 
Suppose there exists a nontrivial t-design on u elements. If the block size 
is greater than u/2, then the t-design with complementary blocks has block 
size less than or equal to v/2. Since t is strictly less than the block size, we 
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may assume that 2t + 2 is less than or equal to 0. In particular, for any 
nontrivial 6-design, we must have z, > 14. It is not difficult to show that the 
only possible nontrivial case with o = 14 would be a 6-(14, 7,4) design. If 
such a design exists, then a 5-(13, 6, 4) design must also exist. But any 
5-(13, 6,4) design can be extended to a 6-(14, 7,4) by application of 
Theorem C. It follows that a 6-(14, 7,4) design exists if and only if a 
5-(13, 6, 4) design exists. 
Suppose that (Q, 9) is a 5-(13, 6,4) design. For a fixed 01 E Q, let us 
consider the derived designs (& , P) and (.f& , gU) defined in Section 2. 
(Q , P) is a 4-(12, 5, 4) design, and (Sz, , QU) is a 4-(12,6, 14) design. The 
parameters for a 4-(12, 5,4) design are h, = 396, h, = 165, X, = 60, 
X, = 18, and h, = 4. For a 4-( 12,6, 14) design we have h, = 462, X, = 231, 
AZ = 105, A3 = 42 and ;\., = 14. Since these two designs are derived from 
the same 5-design they are intimately related. We denote the class 
L’r@&) - @ by b. Then each member of @ is contained in 3 members of 
ga while each member of I is contained in 4 members of L@a . The class 
ga must decompose in a natural way, the family of 5-subsets of L& into 
these two disjoint classes, each of which determines a 4-(12, 5,4) design. 
A tempting approach to constructing a 4-(12, 6, 14) design would be to 
apply Theorem C to a 3-(11,5, 14) design. However, no two blocks in the 
resulting 4-design would be disjoint. Our main objective in this section is to 
show that the family of blocks gU must consist of 132 complementary 
pairs together with 198 uncomplemented blocks. Moreover, if the 
complement of a block d E BE is also in BE , then d contains 3 members of 
z?P and 3 members of d; otherwise d contains 2 members of L@ and 
4 members of E. 
We apply Eq(s) to a fixed block d E 9, . Here s = k, and we have 
xg + xg + 5X, = 21. 
Since xs = 1, the equation becomes x,, = 16 - xg . Now suppose d 
contains y members of @ and 6 - y members of b. If P is a member of 
P which is contained in A, then r is contained in 2 other members of ga . 
It follows that A meets 2 other members of &+a in r. Similarly if r is a 
member of d which is contained in A, then r is contained in 3 other 
members of ga . In this case A meets 3 other members of gU in r. There- 
fore, A meets 2~ members of zY@~ in members of P, and A meets 18 - 3~ 
members of ga in members of 6. We see that for A, x5 = 2y + 18 - 3~ = 
18 - y. Thus, x0 = y - 2, where y is the number of members of P 
contained in A. Clearly x,, = 0 or 1 for every block in aa . If x,, = 0, then 
A is uncomplemented in ga, and A contains 2 members of P. If x0 = 1, 
then the complement of A is also a member of ga, and A contains 3 
members of .GP. 
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Finally let Ari be the number of members of gU for which the intersection 
number x0 is equal to i, i = 0 or 1. Clearly 
Enumerating in two ways the number of pairs (r, A) such that r E zP, 
r c d E !?@* , we obtain the equation 
These two equations imply that N,, = 198 and iV1 = 264. Thus, 9, must 
consist of 132 complementary pairs of blocks and 198 uncomplemented 
blocks. 
The arguments employed above to evaluate N, and N1 for the set of 
blocks gU are, of course, based on the assumption that the design (In,, ga) 
was derived from a 5-(13, 6,4) design. The existence of a 4-(12, 6, 14) 
design with the prescribed values of N, and N1 may still not be sufficient to 
guarantee the existence of a 5-(13, 6,4) design. It is necessary that the 
family of 5-subsets contained in 3 members of ge yield a 4-(12, 5,4) 
design, and that the remaining 5-subsets each be contained in 4 members 
ofga. 
These techniques may be applied to designs with other parameters. For 
a nontrivial 7-design v must be at least 16. The only admissible parameters 
for a 7-design on 16 elements are 7-(16, 8, 3), and the complementary set 
7-(16, 8, 6). From Theorem B it can be shown that a 7-(16, 8, 3) design 
exists if and only if a 6-(15, 7, 3) design exists. If (fin,, P) and (Sz, , ga) 
are the derived 5-(14, 6, 3) and 5-(14, 7, 12) designs, respectively, then they 
are related in much the same way as the 4-designs derived from the 
5-(13, 6,4) design. The intersection numbers for a block d from 9, satisfy 
the equation 
x,--+-66x,= -18. 
Since x, = 1, we have x,, = xs - 12. Now if A contains y members of @ 
and 7 - y members of Z&QJ - P, then xs = 14 - y. It follows that 
x0 = 2 - y = 0 or 1. Letting Ni denote the number of members of 9, 
for which x,, = i, i = 0 or 1, we obtain the following two equations: 
N,-tN,= 1Taal = 1144, 
2N, + Iv1 = 2 19 1 = 2002. 
Therefore, N,, = 858, and N1 = 286; g& must consist of 143 complemen- 
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tary pairs of blocks together with 858 uncomplemented blocks. Each 
complemented block contains 1 member of 9, while each uncomple- 
mented block contains 2 members of ~3~. 
Note added in proof: N. Ito has communicated to the author the following proof 
that the orbits of Zn-l-subsets of the projective line over GF(23 cannot be partitioned 
equally for application of Theorem C. Since no 2-Sylow subgroup of PG&(23 stabilizes 
a 2+%ubset, the orbits are all of even size. Thus, no union of orbits is of odd size. 
Since $C(2” + 1, 2”-r) is an odd integer, the required partitioning does not exist. 
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